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Promotions/Awards
Curry Achievement: Cadet Sette
Hap Arnold Achievement: Cadet
Lucas
Mary Feik Achievement: Cadet
Delarosa, Cadet Hardy & Cadet Lucas
Wright Brothers Award: Cadet Saez
Eddie Rickenbacker Achievement:
Cadet Agob & Cadet Nicholas
Mandala
Charles Lindbergh Achievement:
Cadet Agob
Dr. Goddard Achievement: Cadet
Victor Mandala & Cadet Stahl
Flight Commander Achievement:
Cadet Kunch

No Shortage in Flying Opportunities in
CAP
BY: Captain

Jeff Wells, Sq 64 Operations Officer

Captain Jeﬀ Wells, our squadron operations oﬃcer and mission
pilot, talks about the many flying opportunities he has found in
CAP.

Aerospace Education Officer
Achievement & Operations Officer
Achievement: Cadet Keetle

Since July of 2015, I have flown approximately 157 hours and 112
sorties. Of those, 38 sorties we're O-Flights consisting of about
46 hours.

Logistics Officer Achievement & Cadet
Commander Achievement: Cadet
Granillo

22 sorties were counter drug missions consisting of 43.5 hours. We
also did VIP missions; 14 sorties and 8 hours.
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SENIOR CORNER
From the Deputy Commander
Our senior side has been very busy.
Mostly OUTSIDE of the
squadron. Lt. Col Holmstrom has
been busy coordinating the Group
1 CD (IPL) missions. Capt Jeﬀ
Wells has been involved in many of
these missions along with cadet Orides. He is one of the most active
pilots in Group 1. Capt. Sears has
also been on several CD missions.
Both captains have earned CD
ribbons.
Lt. Cobos has been busy assisting
CAWG IT with the new email
system. This has been a rather
large endeavor. His time has also
been taken up by the newsletter
which you are currently reading.
Col Hartwell has been very active
with CAWG Cadet Programs. We
all appreciate and benefit from his
extensive years of service. He is
once again using his extensive
knowledge to help all cadets
throughout the wing.
Capt. Bertz has been assisting with
CAWG transportation and
Emergency Services training.
Lt. Velker was recruited by CAWG
to help with Recruiting and
Retention.
We also have members busy within
the squadron.
continue on next page....
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SAREX' - 10 sorties, 16
hours. Then training both
flown 5 & 91. Also recurrent
training of over 30 hours
and 12 sorties. It's been a
busy year and I'm looking
forward to more O flights
and more missions in
August.
The joy of flying for cadets
is what keeps me motivated
to teach. It's a win for
everyone. Civil Air Patrol is
a wonderful program that I
would highly endorse for anyone interested.

Are You Prepared for a Financial
Emergency?
BY: Lt Jorge A. Ontiveros

I’m a tax guy. I work in the seemingly endless chaotic and murky
world of tax codes issued by the Internal Revenue Service and
countless other government agencies that rely on tax revenues to
support their operational existence. Besides having the obligatory
duties of keeping my clients compliant within the terms of the
law while simultaneously making sure that they pay their fair
share in taxes, I also have a duty to keep their very personal
information safe.
The cyber world that exists outside the walls of my oﬃce can be a
very scary place, full of hackers who would love to get their hands
on the information on my computer hard drives. This being said,
I have several layers of security systems in place to protect this
valuable information and keep it out of the wrong hands and this
tax season,
I got to experience first-hand just how critical it is to have these
security measures. At 7:30 pm, on April 14th, I was processing
payroll for a client, when my main computer decided to reboot
itself. While I wasn’t immediately alarmed, I soon became very
concerned because the hard drive was in a constant reboot cycle.
I called my friend that built my system (a computer network
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Lt. Ontiveros has volunteered to
be the Project Manager for the
upcoming SLS/CLC class coming
up June 18 & 19.
Lt. Potit is planning on repairing
the air conditioner now that Lt.
Saeedy has removed the bees.
Thanks to both for their eﬀorts.
Anyone wanting to get involved in
a project, let Capt. Bertz know.
Let's keep Squadron 64
THRIVING!
~Capt James

Announcements
Each Memorial Day since 1974,
members of Civil Air Patrol have
gathered at the grave of Gill Robb
Wilson, founder of Civil Air Patrol,
to honor Mr. Wilson and all those
members of California Wing –
Civil Air Patrol who have

given
their lives in service to their
country and their fellow citizens.
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systems manager) and he was able to remotely connect to my
oﬃce from his house south of Palm Springs.
For the next five hours, we ran diagnostics and were able to get
most of the system back to operational status, but not entirely.
Luckily, my friend installed two back-up redundancy drives into
the same computer, in the event that something like what just
happened to me occurred. My stress levels were up there, but not
to the point where I was in full panic mode, because in the back
of my head, I knew that I had a back-up of my data. I spent the
entire weekend reinstalling software and data to the point where
I could work again and get back to pushing out tax returns to
meet the April 18th deadline. I was able to hit that deadline too,
with the help of a dedicated personal assistant, a rock star IT guy,
a solid back-up system, and gallons of coﬀee.
The lesson here is preparedness. One mission for members of the
Civil Air Patrol is Emergency Services and while the moto for
Squadron 64 is “Always Ready”, many of us might be forgetting
about the need to keep our personal financial records in order.
We live in earthquake country, so we can expect a major seismic
event at any time and for us, living so close to our friend, Mr. San
Andreas, this means that we are way overdue for a major quake.
Are your household financial documents readily accessible? How
about your legal and financial information, such as Wills, Living
Trusts and banking records? Even more important, medical
records…do you have a list of medications that you or your family
members are taking and what doses (this includes pets as well)?
While you might know where these documents are, can you
gather everything in under 5-10 minutes, in the event of
mandatory evacuation?
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) has issued
a very good publication, the Emergency Financial First Aid Kit
(EFFAK) which provides very good tools and pointers to
“strengthen your financial preparedness” by oﬀering guidelines
that can help each and every one of us compile, review and
safeguard these critical documents. An excellent case study of the
devastating impact that a major catastrophic event can have on
families is Hurricane Katrina. Many residents in the path of
Katrina had minutes to leave their homes and when they were
allowed to return, many found that they had nothing left,
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This year marks the 50th
anniversary of Mr. Wilson’s death.
Shortly after Mr. Wilson’s burial, a
small group of Air Force and CAP
oﬃcers, including General Jimmy
Doolittle and Mary Wilson, Gill
Robb Wilson’s wife, who is now a
buried a few feet away, gathered to
dedicate a plaque above his grave.
Like that group 50 years ago, we
gather each Memorial Day to
honor our heritage. Please join us
this Memorial Day, May 30th at
1300, in front of the grave of Gill
Robb Wilson at Forest Lawn in
Covina.

Attention Squadron 64!
We here at the Sliver Sword need
your help to make this the best
newsletter it can be! Please contact
Lt. Cobos if you wish to be on the
newsletter staﬀ. We plan to publish
quarterly each year with Spring,
Summer, Fall and Winter issues.
That's only 4 newsletters a year! If
you wish to contribute by
submitting an article for
publication, please visit our
website at www.sq64.cawgcap.org
\silver-sword.html and fill out the
newsletter submissions form. You
can upload any photographs you
with to include in your article.
Please remember to give photo
credit and include the names of
those pictured in the photo.
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including personal documentation like birth certificates, social
security cards,
financial and home
records. Would
you be able to
recover from a
similar event? The
link at the end of
this article will
take you to the
FEMA site where
you can
download the
EFFAK
publication and
help you be
prepared.
Remember, our
Squadron 64
moto is
ALWAYS
READY!
References: "Emergency Financial First Aid Kit (EFFAK)." FEMA.gov
N.p., n.d. Web. 20 May 2016.

~The Editor
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